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‘Jesus explained, My Food is to do the Will of Him who sent Me and to finish His Work. Do you
not say, There are still 4 Months until the Harvest? I tell you, lift up your Eyes and look at the
Fields, for they are Ripe for Harvest. Already the Reaper draws his Wages and Gathers a Crop
for Eternal Life, so that the Sower and the Reaper may Rejoice together’. -John 4:34-36

The purpose of this study is to depict what occurred Astronomically on April 30-May 1,
2022. It was an important Time Marker displaying the ‘Picture’ of a ‘Message’ being
conveyed to the 7 Churches. The Conjunction of Mercury with the Pleiades clearly
conveys this assertion. It is that Summer is coming. This is the signalling that Summer
is approaching as May Day is Halfway from the Spring Equinox to the Summer Solstice.
In the Bible, the Typology of Summer is that of a Harvest. And Jesus may have given
the Clue as to when the Church Age is to conclude, as a Harvest during a Summer. Will
2022 be the Year?
The Partial Solar Eclipse occurred on the heels of May 1. The Solar Eclipse occurred on
April 30, 2022, in the Front Leg of Aries. This is the Celestial Motif of the Sacrificial
Lamb that alludes to the Passover Sacrifice of Jesus, as the ‘Lamb of YHVH’, etc. In the
depiction, it is the Sea Monster, Cetus that binds the 2 Fish, Pisces with a Chord and
are held Captive. This has been the Condition of Humanity in general but even during
the Church Age in specific. That the Church has been or will be Bound or Defeated, but
that Jesus left to prepare Mansions in the Father’s House and would return 1 Day for
His Bride, as in the Pleiades, the Congregation of the Shepherd, the King, etc.
However, because His Followers and Disciples still are living in the Body of Flesh, there
is a ‘binding’ that is still occurring connected to Earth’s Domain. And that this Domain is
still under the Rulership of Lucifer, or in this case, a Euphemism for Cetus. In a GeoPolitical correlation, it is the same condition that Israel finds itself in that although it
recaptured the Old City of Jerusalem in the 6-Day War, and to include the Temple
Mount, Moshe Deyan relinquished ‘Administration’ of it to the Muslim Waqf.
And there has been contention ever since. It will only be at the Resurrection-Rapture
event that the Bride of Christ will be loosened completely from the Bonds that hold her
down on Earth presently. At that time, all those Followers and Disciples of Jesus will
receive their Glorified Bodies. The Fish is the Motif for the Church Body as a whole. But
it is the Lamb, whose Front Leg crushes the Head of Cetus, loosens the Chords to set
the Fish free. What has been unique is that in 2022’s Passover Season, there were
actually 7 Celestial Bodies in Alignment at this Time.
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Menorah Planets
Neptune is way back there, behind the line and not visible. So, what one had here was
a ‘Menorah’ Typology going on this Time. What that will mean, remains to be seen. But
in other studies, one has determined that the Planets in the Solar System have their
Resonance or Frequency exactly matching the Light and Sound Spectrum. This is
indicated in the Color Range that starts in the Red Shift and ends in the Blue. It is
Jupiter that is the corresponding Center Stem that protects the Earth from having
Cataclysmic Giant Asteroid hit it.
It acts as a detractor due to its Enormous size and Gravitational Pull. The last time in
recent memory that such a Planetary Alignment occurred on a Passover Season was
interestingly, 11 Years ago, in 20-11. Here you have a 11-11 Correlation. Eleven is
symbolic of 2 Pillars that define a ‘Gate’ or Portal in the Esoteric Inferences. And, as
Bible Studies who study Numbers know, the Number 11, Biblically stands for Chaos,
Rebellion and Judgment. Has not the Year 2022 been nothing but that?
The following is the Meaning of the Numbers 11 from BibleStudy.com. The Meaning of
the Number 11is important in that it can symbolize Disorder, Chaos and Judgment. In
the Bible, 11 is used 24 Times and 11th can be found 19 Times. Coming after 10 (which
represents Law and Responsibility), 11 represents the opposite, which is the
irresponsibility of breaking the Law, which brings Disorder and Judgment. In Genesis
11, Mankind Rebelled against GOD and built the Tower of Babel.
He Judged them by confusing their Language, resulting in Chaos. Jehoiakim, one of the
Last kings over Judah, ruled for 11 Years (609 to 598 B.C.). So, what does the
Planetary Alignment, the Solar Eclipse, the Conjunction of Mercury in the Pleiades
along with the Comet C/2021 O3 PanSTARRS and the ‘Christ Star’ Conjunction of
Jupiter-Venus on April 30-May1 are trying to convey? It is an amazing flurry of Celestial
Sign Posts as it would appear to have the Church Body take notice of and be warned
that something Prophetically Significant is about to happen. What?
After re-examining the List, one is more convinced that the Message is that ‘Are there
not 4 Months and then comes the Harvest? As one who reads my Research, one will
realize that one believes in the Double Count of how Shavuot is the Feast of Weeks, but
not Pentecost. Pentecost is the 50 Days that is supposed to be counted thereafter. And
that being the case, the Summer Wheat Harvest must occur in a mid-July timeframe.
This would be corroborated from the Passover Season, on every Year. The Question
has always been, what year?
But now that such Celestial Signs have been ‘Semaphored’ to the World, it strongly
suggests that it is pointing to watch this coming Summer. Why? Consider that the whole
point of May Day or Beltane is that Summer is coming soon. And thus, that the Church
Body should likewise be on High Alert for this coming Summer Wheat Harvest
Timeframe. One is not dogmatic about it if the Rapture does not occur, but as to the
Timing of the Year, what has been different in comparison to past Years is that the
Understanding of the Sabbath Cycle Patterns corroborate that 2022 is a Terminal Year.
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2022: Terminal Year?
What is also particular to note about the Comet that also conjoined the Pleiades at this
Time. Comet C/2021 O3 PanSTARRS was discovered on July 26, 2021. Sabine
Vlaming of Sabine Shares noted that this was another Clue perhaps as the Number 7for July and Number 26 for the Day, being 726 corresponds to the Strong’s Number for
the Rapture, Harpazó. Coincidence? Perhaps.
Thus, could the ‘Message’ being given to the 7 Churches as a Metaphor for the
Conjunction of Mercury at the Pleiades on May Day, having also occurred along with a
Solar Eclipse and Christ Star, Jupiter-Venus Conjunction suggest a Timing Countdown?
‘Are there not 4 Months and then comes the Harvest’?
It is believed Jesus said this just before Passover, within the 1st Month of Nisan. So, 4
Months from Passover. Thus, July of 2022 is a very High Watch Time in one’s
Estimation. But as a qualifier, that True Pentecost will be around the 99th Day from the
Sabbath ‘After the Morrow’, due to the Double Count.
Months: 1=April, 2=May, 3=June, 4=July

Note that the Number 4 in Hebrew is associated with Dalet or a Door. This is why 2022
could very well be the Year of the Philadelphian Door, which has been narrowed down
due to the Sabbatical Cycle Count. It is a 70-Year Period Countdown since Israel was
‘Re-Born’. But the Count has to be from 1952. It is not based on 1948. Why not?
Prophetic Time is set and synced to the Sabbath Cycles.
The Year 1952, is following the 4-Year Probation Pattern of the Unfaithful Fig Tree. The
Birth Year 1948 was Year ‘0’. In 1949, Israel was still at War and only then Signed the
Armistice that delineated its Borders, internationally. In 1950, Israel was still absorbing
Mass Immigration and only then situating the Farming Communal Kibbutzim.
It was then in 1951 that they Planted their 1st Crop. And thus in 1952, was the 1st Crop
Harvested, in their Summer. If this be the case and the Theory is Valid and True, then
2015 was a Shemitah Year and thus, makes 2022 a Terminal Year. This narrows down
the Year then that the Resurrection-Rapture could occur or would have to. It means that
indeed, there has been a 7-Year Countdown since 2015 to suggest that the next
subsequent Sabbath Cycle could very well be then Daniel’s 70th Week of Years.
1952 + 70 Year = 2022 (Fall 2022 to Fall 2029)

But this then, would have to necessitate the Rapture to occur beforehand. If it would be
in July, then it could be enough Time for a Gap to occur to have the 3rd Temple
constructed. As it has been reported, it is now all pre-fabricated. It will not take Months
but Weeks to assemble. It would also give enough time for a Transition to the Luciferian
New World Order or Reset as all indicators point to the Fall as being a Turning Point, of
no return. Gas, Oil, Food, War, Moral, Aliens…it seems they are all converging in the
Fall. And just in time to have the AntiChrist debut to provide a ‘Solution’ to the Chaos
they have implicated upon Humanity. It has been a Set-Up, not a Re-Set.
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Consider this Math Factor also. From a Historical Reference Point in Israel’s Timeline,
the Last Passover Year that Israel performed on the Temple Mount was in 70 AD. As
that is when the Temple and Altar were destroyed. No Official Daily Sacrifices have ever
been made since, Until the Daily Sacrifices will again. This event is what will
Commemorate the Re-Building of the 3rd Temple. This event is what starts the
Tribulation Period -Day Countdown. Consider that the World has just passed the
Passover of 2022, then realize the following calculus reflecting ‘1952’.
2022 – 70 AD = 1,952 Years out

Interesting, is how this Year Coefficient to 1952, appears to confirm the Sabbath Cycle
countdown from 1952 that results in a 70-Year Countdown. Again, 1952 was a
Shemitah Year in Israel, Prophetically although not officially of course. But, perhaps,
this is the 'Correct Count'. And as mentioned before, the 70th Year Anniversary of
Israel’s Independence occurred in 2018. This, by the way, was the Year that the Temple
Altar was re-Dedicated, although many saw that event as being illegitimate, etc.
Nonetheless, if one then also applies the Parable of the Unfaithful Fig Tree, there is that
4-Year Probationary Timeframe.
2018 + 4 Year Probation = 2022

So, the World, Israel and the Church Body shall see what comes of this July Window, at
least from ones’ Calculations. Passover is a Time of Protection, Covering,
Transformation to Liberation and New Paths. May it continue to be that for the Bride of
Christ until She comes to the Summer Wheat Harvest. The Passover Meal will be
completed in the Kingdom, for sure. But the Rapture is contingent upon the Orders of
the Resurrection. That is why the Rapture, in one’s estimation cannot occur on a
Passover.
As to the possible Meaning of what the Passover Planetary Alignment of the 7 Celestial
Bodies were about and now the Jupiter-Venus Conjunction and Pleiades-Mercury +
Comet Conjunction? One is just seeking to ascertain the possible Clues and trying to
‘Connect the Dots’ or the Stars in this case. What is amazing about the May 15 Blood
Moon is that it occurs, as it is known, the day after Israel starts its 74th Year
Anniversary. And, that the 4-Year Probationary Period of the Parable of the Unfruitful
Fig Tree is up or has expired. So, a ‘chopping-down’ of sorts is to occur. And is not what
the Tribulation Period is all about, concerning Israel? And the Blood Moon occurs in the
Claws of Scorpio, as if the Enemy now has Israel in its ‘Death Grip’.
War is coming to Israel, etc., as in Isaiah 17 and Psalm 83 to follow. What is also unique
about May 15, is that it is officially the Start of the Wheat Harvest, that is the Early
Summer Type in Israel. See video below. It is to conclude in mid-July, the 15th, some
60 Days later. Now, those who read one’s Articles know that there is that July 23 or 723
Date that one believes might be Prophetically Significant. Not sure, but that is when one
has calculated the 99th Day occurs and corresponds to the Golden Calf incident at
Sinai. And how one believes that it is when True Pentecost was. Thus, from July 15, to
the 23 is just 7 Days, excluding End Date. So perhaps a 7-Day Countdown like Noah?
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But in meditating on these amazing Planetary Alignments, Conjunctions, Comets,
Pleiades, oh my…one is more convinced of the Message. To reiterate, it goes then
something like this. You have at the Center Stage, on the Canvas, the Pleiades. It is
known that it is a Metaphor for the 7 Churches of Asia, the Church Body, the
Congregation in Taurus. Then the Planet Mercury comes to conjoin it. One knows that it
is a Metaphor for being the Messager of the Gods. So, Christ is sending a Message to
the Church. What is that? The Rapture.
So happened that on May 1, 2022 the Comet C/2021 O3 PanSTARRS that was
discovered last year, on July 26 has then the Strong’s Rapture Number, 726 that
denotes ‘Harpazo’, the Rapture. Thus one would call it the ‘Rapture Comet’. When? The
Clue is found in where the Comet is pointing to. In this case, were the Partial Solar
Eclipse occurred in Aries. So, at this same time when the flurry of Conjunctions
occurred in the Pleiades, on the other side of the Sky, there was the Jupiter-Venus
Conjunction, the Christ Star, on April 30-May 1. This was then May Day or Beltane. It
inferred the halfway Time Marker, announcing the coming and anticipation of Summer.
This is the Clue, to be looking for the Rapture to occur then during the Summer,
perhaps. May Day is a Commemoration to look forward to that time of the Harvest in the
Summer. This Jupiter-Venus Conjunction also occurred during the same time that the
Partial Solar Eclipse occurred in South America, in the Sign of Aries. Aries is the Lamb
that lets loose the Bond that Cetus has on the 2 Fish of Pisces. It is another Metaphor
for the Church, etc. So, in other words, one would say that Christ has sent a Message to
the 7 Churches, is that the Rapture is coming, to be anticipated in the Summer as the
Conjunction occurred on May Day.
The Message was that the Solar Eclipse that occurred in the Sign of Lamb is about to
loosen the Bonds of this World and its Monster. The Solar Eclipse is also connected to
its pair, the Blood Moon on May 15. It starts the Summer Early Wheat Harvest that will
end in mid-July. This is what one would surmise is the ‘Message’, given the Celestial
Clues and Evidence pertaining to the Sun, Moon and Stars, at this Point in Time. One
can be wrong but it is going to be a very High Watch Time until then. Here below in the
End Notes is a Link to a Chart, how the Planets are construed to the Order of
Frequency or Resonance as they were Spoken into Existence by the Creator.
Their very Orbits of each Planet corresponds, thus to their Sound, Light and Color. It
follows the Visible Light Spectrum; from Red to Blue and from Solid to Gas. And in the
Middle? There is Jupiter, as the Servant Stem of the Menorah Typology of the Planets.
The Depiction is from the Vantage Point of Earth and excludes the Sun and the Moon. It
gives one a Perspective of how Jesus, like Jupiter Protects the Earth, etc. And if one
remembers back in 1994, on the 9th of Av, the Comet Shoemaker-Levy broke-up and
hit Jupiter. That was 28 Year Ago or exactly 4 Sabbath Cycles of 7 Years. Remember
that 4 is the Dalet that signifies a ‘Door’. Will the Rapture Door finally open in 2022? In
July perhaps if it is this Year?
____________________
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Main Sources
BibleStudy.com
Stellarium.org
Wikipedia.com
2011 Passover Alignment Chart:
http://www.fivedoves.com/letters/march2011/luisv330.htm
Astronomical Jubilee – Menorah Planets
https://nebula.wsimg.com/461f7671f04125f34ff5f1fe2ee40293?AccessKeyId=D40106E
1331C24ABD7C3&disposition=0&alloworigin=1
Sabine Shares
https://www.youtube.com/c/SabineVlaming/videos
Israel Starts Wheat Harvest Week of May 15 2020
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z7S123fmuig
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